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Abstract

The optical properties of Cu island films, in particular their plasmonic behaviour,

are investigated. The films are fabricated by electron beam evaporation using dif-

ferent deposition parameters (deposited mass thickness and substrate temperature).

The optical response can be tuned from a metal-like behaviour to well-defined local-

ized surface plasmon resonances and is well correlated with the structural and mor-

phological properties of the samples. Significant changes of optical properties take

place with sample aging, including quenching and non-monotonic frequency shift

of the plasmon resonance. These changes are interpreted in terms of Cu oxidiza-

tion process, that appears to strongly depend on the initial morphology of samples.

Theoretical calculations in the framework of effective medium theories qualitatively

explain the experimental observations. Overall, the results give a detailed insight

on the morphology dependence and time evolution of the optical response of Cu

island films that may provide useful guidelines for applying these nanostructures in

plasmonic applications.
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1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, advances in nanoscale fabrication and simulation tech-

niques have enabled to envisage novel applications based on the surface plasmon res-

onance phenomenon, giving birth to plasmonics as a research field of its own [1, 2].

Ideally, plasmonics requires using materials with a negative dielectric function and

negligible losses [3] and hence Ag [4] is the preferred choice for design of devices and

nanostructures operating in the visible range. Since material stability is an impor-

tant factor for most applications, Au is often a more practical option because it is

less reactive than Ag. Nevertheless, Au shows poor plasmonic performance in the

spectral range below 600 nm due to the presence of interband transitions [5]. Hence,

there is an on-going quest for alternative plasmonic materials investigating properties

of other pure metals, nitrides, oxides, silicides and 2D materials, among others [3, 6].

Copper is potentially a good candidate for plasmonics, but it easily oxidizes

in normal atmosphere forming Cu2O and CuO [7]. Measurements on oxide-free

nanoparticles evidence plasmon resonances comparable to those of Ag and Au [8].

Recently, coating of Cu nanoparticles with thin Al2O3 [9] or graphene overlayers [10]

and treatments with corrosion inhibitors [11] have shown to largely improve their

chemical stability and hence the plasmonic response. Furthermore, the presence of an

oxide shell with specific thickness values may actually enhance the localized surface

plasmon resonance of Cu rather than quenching it [12]. In addition to chemically

synthesized nanoparticles, ultrathin compact films deposited on dielectric substrates

can show plasmonic resonances due to the presence of metal islands that result from

the Vollmer-Weber film growth mechanism [13]. As the amount of deposited metal

increases, the islands become closer and eventually percolate, resulting into tuning

of the optical response from a pure plasmonic resonance to a metal-like behaviour
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[14]. This tunability has been exploited to obtain materials with unusual effective

optical response that can improve or offer new optical coating functionalities [15].

In this study we investigate the optical properties of Cu metal island films deposit-

ed by electron beam evaporation and characterized by means of several optical and

structural measurement techniques (spectroscopic ellipsometry, spectrophotometry,

X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy). The results evidence the possibility

to broadly tune the optical response of Cu island films by changing the deposited

mass thickness and substrate temperature. The time evolution of the samples opti-

cal properties is correlated with the oxidization of the films, that strongly depends

on the initial morphology of the sample. The results help elucidating the role of

morphology and oxidization on the optical response of Cu island films and provide

new insights that might be useful for effectively incorporating Cu nanostructures in

plasmonics applications.

2. Materials and methods

Cu island films were deposited on silicon and BK7 glass substrates by electron

beam evaporation using a modified Varian chamber with base pressure of 6 × 10−7

Torr. A quartz crystal was used to monitor the deposited mass thickness (dmass),

that was varied between 2 and 12.5 nm. The deposition rate of Cu was ≈ 1 Å/s.

Substrates were pre-heated at different temperatures (Ts). Both kind of substrates

were pre-coated with a 80 nm thick SiO2 layer in order to insure the same growth

conditions for Cu island growth. Samples deposited on glass substrates were used

for transmittance and ellipsometric measurements while those deposited on Si were

used for scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction.

Transmittance measurements were taken in the range between 1.12 and 4 eV nm

using a Lambda 25 Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer. Measurements were performed
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just after the samples were taken out from the deposition chamber and later at

different time intervals in order to monitor changes in the optical response upon

exposition to normal atmosphere. Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements were

carried out on samples deposited on BK7 substrates in the spectral range between

0.57 and 4.6 eV and angles of incidence of 45◦, 55◦ and 65◦ with a J.A. Woollam

V-VASE ellipsometer. Modeling of ellipsometric data lead to retrieval of the films

effective thickness (deff ) and dielectric function (see Section Theory). Ellipsometric

measurements were taken one day after sample deposition and after two months.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed on selected samples in or-

der to verify the presence of copper oxide in the films. Measurements were carried out

in a diffractometer equipped with a Co X-ray tube and under fixed grazing incidence

angle ensuring the maximum diffraction yield from thin films. Scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) plain view images were taken with a field-emission microscope

Jeol JSM 7000F, typically working with an acceleration voltage of 15 kV.

3. Theory

3.1. Maxwell-Garnett effective medium approximation for metal island films

An accurate computation of the electromagnetic response of metal island films

is a cumbersome task due to irregular particle shape, particle size distribution, elec-

tromagnetic coupling among islands and possible intrinsic size effects. Nevertheless,

taking into account that the typical dimensions of metal islands are much smaller

than the wavelength of light used in the measurements, the film optical response can

be well described in terms of an effective dielectric function (εeff ). Classical effective

medium theories generally overlook the morphological complexity of the films [16],

yet they provide a good qualitative description of their optical behavior [17, 18, 19].
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In these cases, metal island films are modeled as an ensemble of Cu ellipsoids with

dielectric function εCu embedded in a host medium with dielectric function εh and

occupying a fraction f of the film volume. Then, the effective dielectric function in

the framework of the Maxwell-Garnett approximation, εMG, reads as [20]:

εMG =
εh + [Lp (1− f) + f ] (εCu − εh)
εh + Lp (1− f) (εCu − εh)

(1)

where Lp are the depolarization factors of the particles, that are calculated in terms

of the three ellipsoid semi-axes (a, b, c) [21]:

Lp =
abc

2

∫ ∞
0

dq(
χ2
p + q

)
fk (q)

(2)

where χp takes the values a, b, c for incoming electric fields parallel to the correspond-

ing axes and fk (q) = [(a2 + q) (b2 + q) (c2 + q)]
1/2. In first approximation, particles

in metal island films can be modeled as flattened ellipsoids with the short semi-axis

(a) perpendicular to the sample surface [17, 18, 19]. In the following we consider the

response of the system to electric fields applied parallel to the sample surface, i.e.,

to the b and c semi-axes, as it corresponds to near-normal incidence measurements.

Although more advanced models for metal island films have been developed [22],

Equation 1 is able to take into account the main features describing the localized

surface plasmon resonance dependence with the sample morphology.

3.2. Dispersion model for ellipsometric data analysis

As mentioned above, classical effective medium theories provide a qualitative

description of the optical response of metal island films but are unable to accurately

fit experimental data. Previous studies have shown that a multiple oscillator model

can adequately represent the actual effective dielectric function of this kind of samples

[23, 24, 25, 26]. Accordingly, we use the following dispersion model:
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εeff (E) = ε∞ −
ω2
p

E (E + iγ)
+

n∑
k=1

[εGR,k (E) + iεGI,k (E)] (3)

with

εGI,k (E) = Ak

[
exp

−
(

E−Ek
Bk

)2

− exp
−
(

E+Ek
Bk

)2
]

(4)

εGR,k (E) =
2

π
p.v.Cauchy

∫ ∞
0

ξεGI,k (ξ)

ξ2 − E2
dξ (5)

where E is the photon energy. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 3, ε∞, is

the contribution of polarization mechanisms that occur at photon energies above the

spectral range of interest. The second term is the Drude model that describes the

metal-like behavior of percolated films and is defined through the plasma frequency

(ωp) and the damping constant (γ). Finally, the last term is a sum of Gaussian oscil-

lators that can be used to model localized surface plasmon resonance and interband

transitions. This type of oscillators is more appropriate than the classical Lorentz

model in the case of complex systems like metal island films, in which the the size

and shape distribution of particles often results into a nearly Gaussian distribution of

resonances [23, 26]. Each Gaussian oscillator is defined through its amplitude (Ak),

central energy (Ek) and broadening (Bk). Usually, one to two oscillators are neces-

sary to describe the plasmonic resonances and one additional oscillator is required

for each interband transition appearing in the measured spectral range. Experimen-

tal data fitting was carried out using the WVASE software and lead to the optimal

values of the dispersion model parameters by minimizing the discrepancy between

measured and simulated data.
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4. Results and discussion

4.1. Influence of deposition conditions

First, we analyze the variation of the samples optical properties with dmass. Fig.

1 shows the real and imaginary part of εeff of films deposited keeping the substrate at

room temperature (RT) and having different mass thickness (5, 8 and 12.5 nm). Bulk

Cu optical constants determined by Johnson and Christy are included for comparison

[5]. In all the cases, the Cu island films show metal-like response, as the Drude term

had to be included in Eq. 3 in order to obtain satisfactory data fits. No identifiable

plasmon resonance signature is observed, except for the sample with dmass = 5 nm,

that shows a weak shoulder in the imaginary part of εeff at 1.1 eV and positive

values of the real part of εeff in the low energy region. Indeed, SEM images (Fig. 2)

indicate a surface granular structure with no clear presence of isolated particles. In

any case, only the sample with dmass = 12.5 nm presents optical constants close to

the bulk material values. Samples with smaller thickness present larger optical losses

in the infrared range, requiring of Gaussian oscillators in this spectral region. Such

behavior has been previously observed in Au [24] and Ag [23, 27] ultrathin films and

is attributed to the collective resonances of closely located nanoparticles that appear

around the percolation treshold, where the system morphology transforms from well-

separated nanoparticles to a compact film. This observation indicates that the film

becomes more compact as dmass increases. Indeed, the ratio dmass/deff (Table 1) is

close to 1 for the thicker samples and smaller for the one with dmass = 5 nm. This

is additionally supported by the observed growth of ωp with dmass, indicating larger

electronic density [28] and the decrease of γ with dmass, suggesting a longer electron

free path in the film as it becomes more compact.
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Figure 1: Real (left) and imaginary (right) effective dielectric function of Cu island films deposited

at Ts = RT and with different mass thicknesses.

Figure 2: SEM plain view of the sample surface for Cu island films with 12.5 (left) and 5 nm (right)

deposited at Ts = RT. Scale bar for all the images is shown in (a).
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dmass (nm) Ts (◦C) deff (nm) ωp (meV) γ (eV) ωsp (eV) RSEM(nm) %Cu/%Cu2O

5 RT 7.2 1.20 365 - - 0/100

5 75 7.4 - - 0.94 18 ± 8 -

5 135 7.3 - - 1.18 38 ± 14 -

5 200 9.1 - - 1.28 51 ± 20 -

8 RT 8.3 5.13 247 - - 42/58

8 75 9.7 4.86 405 - 34 ± 21 -

8 135 10.4 - - 0.94 39 ± 15 -

8 200 11.4 - - 1.01 40 ± 17 35/65

12.5 RT 13.2 7.23 98 - - 80/20

Table 1: Investigated samples, described by their mass thickness and substrate temperature values,

and parameters determined from the analysis of spectroscopic ellipsometric (deff , ωp, γ, ωsp), SEM

(average particle size from plain view images, RSEM ) and XRD (%Cu/%Cu2O) measurements.

The parameters ωp and γ are reported for those samples showing a Drude term in the effective

dielectric response while ωsp is listed for samples showing a well-defined localized surface plasmon

resonance.

Next, the role of substrate temperature during deposition, Ts, is investigated.

Fig. 3 shows εeff of Cu island films with dmass = 8 nm grown at different Ts.

The samples deposited at lower Ts show a metallic behavior while those deposited

at higher Ts present a well-defined plasmon resonance in the near infrared range.

This behaviour is explained by the enhancement of the island growth mechanism as

Ts increases: evaporated ad-atoms have larger diffusivity on heated substrates and

preferentially bind to already deposited metal clusters rather than wet the substrate.

It should be noticed that the ratio dmass/deff and γ increase and ωp decreases with Ts,

indicating the reduction of film compactness. These observations are supported by

SEM images (Fig. 4), that illustrate the continuous variation from a nearly-compact
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film to a distribution of isolated particles growing in size (RSEM in Table 1) as Ts

increases.
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Figure 3: Real (left) and imaginary (right) effective dielectric function of Cu island films with mass

thickness 8 nm and deposited at different substrate temperatures.

The peak in the imaginary part of εeff associated to the localized surface plasmon

resonance (ωsp in Table 1) shifts to higher photon energies as Ts increases, for both

film series with dmass= 5 nm and dmass= 8 nm. This blue shift can be attributed to

the increase of the particles oblateness, as suggested by the augment of cross section

roundness evidenced in SEM images. Fig. 5 shows the variation of the imaginary part

of εeff , calculated according Eq. 1, when the aspect ratio b/c is varied. We assume

a = 2
3

√
bc, i.e, the particles are flattened in the plane parallel to the sample surface.

For b 6= c (non-oblate particles), the depolarization factors are different and the in-

plane dielectric function is anisotropic in the case that a preferential orientation of

ellipsoids exists. In order to account for a random orientation of the semi-axes b and c

in the sample plane, an average depolarization factor is used in Eq. 1 [13]. Literature

values are used for the dielectric function of Cu [5], while the embedding medium is

assumed to be a mixture of air and SiO2 (εh = 1.56). The calculation shows that

the plasmon peak follows a blue shift and gets attenuated when the particles become
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Figure 4: SEM plain view of the sample surface of Cu island films with 8 nm mass thickness

deposited at different substrate temperatures: room temperature (a), 75 ◦C (b), 135 ◦C (c) and

200 ◦C (d). Scale bar for all the images is shown in (a).

more oblate. On the other hand, the observed experimental behavior can be also

qualitatively explained by the reduction of particles volume fraction as Ts grows.

Fig. 6 shows simulation of the imaginary part of εeff dependence with Cu volume

fraction, f . The observed blue shift and strength decrease of the plasmon resonance

with the reduction of f is explained by the weakening of electromagnetic coupling

among particles as they become less concentrated [29]. Taking into account the

experimental values of the plasmon resonance frequency and the complex morphology

of the samples, one can expect that both effects, i.e. increased particle oblateness

and volume fraction reduction, contribute to the observed trends.
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Figure 5: Imaginary part of the effective dielectric function of Cu island films computed according

Eq. 1 assuming a f=0.5 and varying the aspect ratio b/c and keeping a = 2
3

√
bc and the particle

volume constant. Calculation is based on an average depolarization factor Lp in Eq. 1.

Figure 6: Imaginary part of the effective dielectric function of Cu island films computed according

Eq. 1, assuming a/b=2/3 and varying f
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4.2. Time stability

The results so far presented suggest that sample deposition at Ts= RT and dmass

smaller than 5 nm could lead to films consisting of isolated particles. Indeed, trans-

mittance measurements performed just after deposition of a film with dmass= 2 nm

shows a dip around 1.6 eV (Fig. 7) that can be associated to the excitation of local-

ized surface plasmon resonance in isolated Cu particles. However, this feature quickly

disappears within the first day of exposure at normal atmosphere. The absence of

plasmon resonances indicates lack of metal free electrons and suggests the complete

oxidization of Cu islands.
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Figure 7: Transmittance spectra of Cu island films with dmass = 2 nm deposited at Ts = RT.

The effect of oxidization can be also noticed by investigating the interband tran-

sitions appearing in the εeff spectra higher energy region. Fig. 8 shows the data

retrieved from ellipsometric measurements taken one day and two months after de-

position for samples deposited at Ts = RT and having dmass = 5 nm and dmass= 12.5

nm. One day after deposition both samples show a peak around 2.4 eV that can be

attributed to the interband transitions from the valence band L3 point to the Fermi
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level in Cu [30]. The second remarkable peak, centered around 3.5 eV, corresponds

to the maximum of the imaginary part of the Cu2O dielectric function, that is con-

nected to X3 → X1 transitions [31]. The relative strength of the Cu/Cu2O interband

transitions is larger for the thicker film, indicating smaller relative oxidization during

the first 24 hours. The stability of the thicker film is confirmed by measurements per-

formed after 2 months, showing small changes in εeff . On the other hand, the second

measurement of the film with dmass = 5 nm shows lack of Cu interband transitions

and increase of Cu2O contribution, suggesting strong film oxidization.
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Figure 8: Imaginary part of the Cu island films effective dielectric function of 5 and 12.5 nm samples

deposited at Ts = RT. Data is retrieved from measurements performed one day and two months

after deposition.

In order to verify film oxidization and its amount, X-ray diffraction measurements

were taken on selected samples two months after deposition (Fig. 9). The diffraction

peaks match to Cu and Cu2O phases, which simulated patterns are shown below

the experimental spectra. Note a considerable broadening of the XRD peaks as a

consequence of the small crystallite size and grazing geometry. Taking into account

the scattering cross sections of Cu and Cu2O, one can estimate the volume phase
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composition (%Cu/%Cu2O in Table 1) from the diffraction peak intensities. The

thinner the film, the larger the relative oxidization is, in agreement with the results

of ellipsometric analysis. However, oxidization appears to be related not only to dmass

but also to the film compactness, as shown by the larger amount of Cu2O in the film

with dmass = 8 nm and Ts = 200 ◦C compared to the film with same dmass and

deposited keeping the substrate at room temperature. Indeed, less compact films are

expected to be more prone to oxidization, as they have larger effective surface for the

process to take place. A final remark on the analysis of XRD is that the particle size

could be, in principle, estimated from the peak widths using the Scherrer formula.

However, the obtained values (4-5 nm) are underestimated and hardly comparable

to RSEM due to the instrumental contribution to line broadening characteristic of

grazing incidence geometry, the highly anisotropic islands shape and the possibility

that the Cu particles consist of numerous crystallites.

Figure 9: X-ray diffraction scans for Cu island films (from the highest to the lowest intensity at

50◦): 12.5 nm deposited at Ts = RT, 8 nm deposited at Ts = RT, 8 nm deposited at at Ts = 200◦C

and 5 nm deposited at Ts = RT. Reference data for Cu (black squares) and Cu2O (green circles)

are included at the bottom. Contribution from SiO2 layer has been removed.
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Previous theoretical investigations on Cu-Cu2O core-shell particles have shown

that the plasmon resonance monotonically shifts towards lower photon energies as

the oxide shell grows [12]. In principle, the same trend could be expected with sample

aging, due to the increase of oxidization. However, the experimental results show

a more complex behaviour. Fig. 10 shows the localized suface plasmon resonance

frequencies, corresponding to transmittance spectra dips, measured at different time

intervals for the samples with dmass = 5 nm. During the first days, aging of the

samples result in the expected red shift. Afterwards, the plasmon resonance starts

shifting to higher photon energies. For more compact films this turning point appears

to happen sooner. Notice that for the sample deposited at Ts = RT, during the first

24 hours no transmittance minimum was evidenced in the measured spectral range

and once the plasmon peak clearly appeared in the measurements, no red-shift was

observed at all.

According to the simulations discussed above (Fig. 5), reshaping of the particles,

leading to a long-term increase of their oblateness or sphericity, could be a plausible

explanation for the observed trend. Generally, dewetting of ultrathin films requires

an annealing process [32] but it may occur in metal island films just by aging [33].

In order to verify possible dewetting and particle reshaping in the films, SEM images

were taken on the sample with dmass = 5 nm and deposited at Ts = 75 ◦C two

months after deposition. The comparison of the sample surface one week and two

months after deposition is shown in Fig. 11. No significant changes on particle

morphology that could support this hypothesis were detected. On the contrary,

aging resulted in a more compact film as a consequence of the oxide overlayer growth,

i.e., the incorporation of oxygen made the film more compact and thicker. Indeed,

ellipsometric measurements taken at later times confirmed a slight increase of deff .

Upon oxidization, a fraction of Cu atoms become part of the shell and the Cu
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Figure 10: Time evolution of the plasmon peak position (transmittance minimum) for Cu island

films with 5 nm mass thickness deposited at different substrate temperatures.
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core diminishes its size. This leads to a reduction of the overall volume fraction

of Cu in the film that results in weaker electromagnetic coupling among particles

and blue shift of the plasmon resonance, as discussed earlier (Figure 6). Therefore,

there is a competition between a red-shift generated by the presence of oxide and

a blue-shift caused by lower volume concentration. It appears that the red-shift

resulting from the increase of the dielectric function of the medium surrounding the

particles dominates during the first stages of oxidization. When the shell is thick

enough, the medium surrounding the particles can be considered as primarily Cu2O

and the plasmon resonance shift saturates. After this point, additional oxidization

results only in reduced electromagnetic coupling that appears to dominate further

plasmon resonance shift. Films having a morphology consisting of isolated particles

have low interparticle coupling from the beginning and the turning point can take

place at a long time. On the contrary, samples with morphology around or above the

percolation threshold have much stronger interparticle interaction and the reduction

of its strength upon oxidization can be noticed in the spectra at an early stage. These

explanations are supported by the calculation of εeff assuming a constant value of

volume particle concentration f , but reducing the relative Cu volume concentration,

fCu. Therefore, we replace f by fCu in Eq. 1 and εh is approximated as an average

of the air-SiO2 medium (εAir−SiO2=1.56) and Cu2O, i.e.:

εh =
(1− f) εAir−SiO2 + f (1− fCu) εCu2O

(1− f) + f (1− fCu)
. (6)

Simulations shown in Fig. 12 and 13 verify that the turning point between red and

blue shift of the plasmon resonance indeed takes place at lower Cu concentration,

i.e., at a more advanced oxidization state, for less compact films. This non-trivial

trend can cause, for instance, that samples that initially did not show a clear surface

plasmon signature (see the film with dmass = 5 nm deposited at Ts = RT) can later
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Figure 11: SEM picture of the Cu island films with mass thickness of 5 nm and deposited at 75◦C

2 days (left) and 2 months (right) after deposition. Scale bar for all the images is shown in (a).

present a plasmon peak (≈ 1.5 eV in Fig. 8) at photon energies higher than for

the plasmon resonances of samples that at the beginning had an isolated particle

geometry.

Figure 12: Imaginary part of the effective dielectric function of oxidized Cu island films computed

according Eq. 1, for f=0.33 and varying the overall volume fraction of Cu, fCu.
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Figure 13: Imaginary part of the effective dielectric function of oxidized Cu island films computed

according Eq. 1, for f=0.75 and varying the overall volume fraction of Cu, fCu

5. Conclusions

The optical properties of Cu island films deposited by electron beam evapora-

tion have been investigated and correlated to the morphological and compositional

characteristics of the films. The variation of easily controllable parameters like mass

thickness and substrate temperature allow to broadly modify the optical response

of the film. The well-established thin film technolgy approach used for sample fab-

rication and the highly tunable localized surface plasmon resonance peak make Cu

island films attractive candidates to be considered for plasmonic applications.

The time evolution of films optical properties is dominated by oxidization upon

normal atmosphere exposition, resulting in large modifications in thinner films, while

thicker films remain more stable. The evolution of the plasmon peak appears to be

driven by two competing trends: an initial red-shift resulting from the increase of

the surrounding dielectric matrix and a blue shift at a later stage that is consequence
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of the reduced electromagnetic coupling among particles. Overall, the obtained re-

sults bring new insights that can be useful to understand the stability of plasmonic

properties of Cu island films.
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